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Abstract—This

design of UBC

The original chassis of the car has been removed and the

Snowbot’s entry into the 2018 International Autonomous Robot

frame modified to fit our sensors and processing unit. Notable

Racing Challenge (IARRC). It will review the conceptual design

additions include a custom steel plate base to hold the main

of the robot along with its components, and how this design aims

processing unit, an Intel NUC. Also mounted on this plate are

document

details the

to address the main challenges of the competition.

I.

two towers - one for our camera to provide it with a better
field of view, and another for our mechanical e-stop to ensure

INTRODUCTION

UBC Snowbots is a student design team based at the

it meets the safety requirements of being 30 cm above ground.

University of British Columbia that focuses on autonomous
robotics. We are an interdisciplinary team comprised of
dedicated undergraduate students from various departments
and

faculties

including

Computer

Science,

Electrical

Engineering, Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
and Engineering Physics. Our team’s goal is to allow members
of all skill levels to learn and develop technical and leadership
skills through solving challenges posed in autonomous

III.

ELECTRICAL

A. Power System
All the components of the vehicle are powered by a single
2000mAh 7.4V lithium polymer (Li-Po) battery. Our main
processing unit, an Intel NUC, is powered from the battery via
a transformer, which converts the battery voltage to the
requisite voltage for the NUC. The battery also powers the
motor by way of an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC).

robotics.
II.

MECHANICAL

The mechanical component of our design is based on an
off-the-shelf RC car. The drivetrain of the vehicle has a DC
motor driving the two rear wheels, and a servo controlling the
front wheels for steering. The drivetrain also includes a
suspension system that is useful for mechanically stabilizing
the camera and LIDAR images. A 16:90 gear ratio is used
from the motor to the drive shaft to help ensure compliance
with the maximum allowed vehicle speed.

The power to the motors is directed through a wireless
e-stop and a physical e-stop which are both normally open. If
a failure is to occur in either of the e-stops or if either of them
are switched on, power to the motor will be immediately cut.

